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Summary

What is the issue?
The average amount of per pupil school funding individual local authorities in England receive from the Government varies considerably. Funding is distributed onwards to schools using local funding formulas, which give different weights to different factors, meaning that different schools, even within the same area, receive different levels of per pupil funding.

Critics argue that these disparities are unfair, and that funding should more closely reflect area, school and pupil characteristics.

What is the current Government proposing?
The Government is proposing the phased introduction of a new national funding formula from 2018-19. Originally, the intention was to introduce the formula from 2017-18.

The Coalition Government began reforms, holding a number of consultations and allocating some additional funding to the ‘least fairly funded’ areas. However, they stopped short of introducing a national funding formula.

First stage consultation – March 2016
In March 2016 then-Education Secretary Nicky Morgan announced the first of two major consultations on further funding reform. This proposed a national school funding formula to include a basic per-pupil amount, and factors reflecting pupil characteristics, school and areas costs. The precise composition of the formula, and weighting given to the different factors is the subject of a second consultation – see below.

The Government intends that most funding – with the exception of high need funding – will eventually be given directly to schools and not routed through local authorities, as now (in the case of maintained schools).

‘High need’ funding largely supports special educational provision. For this funding, the Government is also proposing the introduction of a national formula which will be used to allocate money to local authorities. However, for at least the next five years, funding allocations would continue to be calculated, in part, on the basis of LAs’ planned high needs spend in 2016-17 and not solely on assessed area needs, in order to ensure stability.

Reaction

There was widespread welcome for the principle of moving toward a more transparent distribution of school funding. Some expressed concern about the detail and implementation of the proposals, and the potential for areas that are now comparatively ‘well-funded’ – including much of London and some other urban areas – to lose funding.

Delay to introduction of national funding formula announced July 2016

Again, reaction to the announced delay has been mixed. Some commentators have welcomed the fact that the Government has listened to sector feedback on proposals, but others have argued that schools in ‘low funded’ areas cannot afford any delay and need extra interim funding.
Second stage consultation of December 2016

On 14 December 2016, the DfE published the second stage of its consultation on school funding reform. This confirmed the intention to introduce a ‘soft’ national funding formula from 2018-19, and a ‘hard’ formula from 2019-20. The DfE has proposed limits on gains and losses in 2018-19 and 2019-20.

Impact for individual schools, constituencies, and local authority areas

Alongside the consultation documents, the DfE has published tables of figures illustrating potential impacts for schools and local authorities. The DfE is clear that these are not actual allocations for schools or local authorities in any particular year, and are for illustrative purposes only, to inform the consultation. See section 3.8 of this note for further information on interpreting this data.

How are English schools funded now?

The Dedicated Schools Grant

The main source of revenue for state-funded schools in England is the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). In 2015-16 total DSG was worth £40.2 billion. This is notionally divided into three non-ringfenced blocks, the largest of which was the Schools Block at £32.2 billion, or 80 per cent of total DSG, in 2015-16. The Schools Block is intended to cover core provision for pupils in mainstream primary and secondary education up to the age of around sixteen.

Schools Block allocations are largely calculated based on how much an area received per pupil in the previous year, subject to some adjustments. A key factor, therefore, in how much areas receive per pupil is how much they received historically.

Local funding formula

Local authorities don’t distribute school funding straight on to their maintained schools; they apply a locally-determined funding formula first. There is some variation between local formulas in terms of the relative importance given to different factors like prior attainment, deprivation and sparsity. The local formula is also used in part to determine academy schools’ funding.

The wider school funding context

Schools in England report that they are facing rising cost pressures, especially from increased staffing costs.

In the November 2015 Spending Review, the Government said that the core schools budget would be protected in real terms over the Spending Review period, and that per pupil funding levels will be maintained in cash terms. Funding for the pupil premium would also be protected in cash terms.

Savings of around £600 million would be made from the Education Services Grant (ESG). This is additional funding given to academies and local authorities for services such as human resources, school improvement and education welfare services.

The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) estimated in April 2016 that there would be at least a 7% real terms reduction in per-pupil spending between 2015-16 and 2019-20, or about 8% if changes in the costs likely to be faced by schools were also accounted for.
National Audit Office report on school finances: December 2016

On 14 December 2016, the National Audit Office (NAO) published a report on schools’ financial health:


This reported that the department’s overall schools budget was protected in real terms, but did not provide for funding per pupil to increase in line with inflation. Mainstream schools in England would be required to make £3 billion of savings by 2019-20, to counteract cost pressures. This equated to an 8% real-terms reduction in per-pupil funding for mainstream schools between 2014-15 and 2019-20.

This note relates to England only.
1. **Current school funding system in England: what determines how much a particular school gets?**

1.1 **Stage 1: the Dedicated Schools Grant**

The main source of revenue funding for state-funded 5 to 16 schools in England is the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). DSG is paid to local authorities, minus deductions (‘recoupment’) for academies and subject to certain other adjustments.

The overall value of the DSG in 2015-16 (as at July 2016) was £40.2 billion. The DSG is notionally divided into three non- ring-fenced blocks:

- The largest block, the Schools Block: £32.2 billion or 80 per cent of DSG (all figures 2015-16, as at July 2016).
- The High Needs Block: £5.2 billion/ 13 per cent of DSG.
- The Early Years Block £2.7 billion/ 7 per cent of DSG.

On 17 December 2015, the Education Funding Agency (EFA) published local authorities’ Schools Block, High Needs Block and provisional Early Years Block allocations for 2016-2017:

- [EFA, Dedicated schools grant allocations: 2016 to 2017 financial year, updated November 2016](#)

**How are local authorities’ DSG allocations worked out?**

There is currently no national ‘from scratch’ formula used to calculate all local authorities’ DSG allocations each year. A key determinant of how much a local authority receives per pupil in its Schools Block is how much it received per pupil in its Schools Block in previous years.

In discussions of how much funding different local authorities receive, per pupil, the figure that’s usually referenced is what’s known as the ‘Schools Block Unit of Funding’, or SBUF. In 2016-17, local authorities’ SBUFs varied from just over £4,000 in Wokingham to just under £7,000 in Tower Hamlets. There are, however, other sources of income for schools including post-16, high need, early years and pupil premium funding.

For 2016-17 local authorities’ Schools Block allocations were calculated by carrying forward the previous year’s allocation, subject to adjustment for the number of pupils on roll and a small number of other factors. Similarly, Schools Block allocations in 2015-16 were based largely on the previous year’s allocation, but with some formulaic ‘fairer school funding’ uplifts for what the DfE described as the ‘least fairly funded’ areas.
‘Fairer school funding’ in 2015-16 and subsequent years
The Coalition Government provided an additional £390 million in funding in 2015-16 to what it described as the least fairly funded local authorities. This fairer schools funding was baselined or ‘rolled forward’ in future years.

A list of the 69 local authorities that received additional funding in 2015-16 can be found in Annex B to the DfE’s guidance document, Fairer schools funding. Arrangements for 2015-16, published July 2014.

Finding information on how DSG is calculated and conditions of grant
Further detailed information on how DSG was calculated for 2016-17, and the conditions attached to the grant, can be found in the following documents:

- EFA, Dedicated schools grant. Conditions of grant 2016 to 2017, December 2015
- EFA, Dedicated schools grant. Technical note for 2016 to 2017, December 2015

Guidance on how DSG will be calculated for 2017-18 can be found in the following document collection:

- EFA, Schools funding arrangements 2017 to 2018

History of the Dedicated Schools Grant
The DSG system was introduced in 2006-07. This was a pivotal point in determining how much local authorities would receive in future years. On its introduction, the then Labour Government took the decision to peg 2006-07 DSG allocations to what a local authority had spent per pupil in 2005-06. 2005-06 can therefore be considered the baseline year for the current funding system in many respects, with differences in funding levels at that point carried forward from 2006-07 onward.

In the years after 2006-07, the method of calculating LA funding was called spend plus which, as the name suggests, worked by providing per pupil funding at the level received in the previous year, subject to various adjustments and uplifts.

Calculation of funding prior to 2006-07
The system for allocating funding to local authorities for their education functions prior to 2006-2007 was partially based on a consideration of area needs, taking into account factors such as deprivation and additional educational needs (using local area data on income-related benefits, ethnicity, language and birth weight), population sparsity (to account for higher costs of small mainly rural primary schools) and area costs (generally higher wage costs in and around London).

Most of the authorities with the lowest levels of funding in 2005-06 had relatively low levels of deprivation, additional needs, or additional area costs on the measures used. Therefore, their funding was among the
1.2 Stage 2: the local funding formula

Local authorities do not pass DSG funding straight on to schools. In allocating funding, they must consult with their local schools forum and with all maintained schools and academies in their area. Schools forums are statutory bodies that must have representatives from schools and the local authority, and can also have other members. Schools forums have decision-making powers in some circumstances.

The local authority, in consultation with the forum, determines the overall individual schools budget for schools in the area, any funding to be centrally retained, and whether any funding should be moved between the three blocks of the DSG. It also determines a local funding formula which is used to distribute the individual schools budget between local schools.

Factors used in local funding formulas

Local funding formulas must use certain factors, and can use a number of optional ones. For 2016-17, there are fourteen allowable factors.

Mandatory factors include:

- Per pupil amount – there are minimum amounts for primary and secondary pupils
- Deprivation – LAs can use either Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index (IDACI) or free school meals data.

Optional factors include things like:

- A lump sum payment (in 2015-16 this was used by all local authorities)\(^1\)
- Children in care
- Prior attainment
- English as an Additional Language (EAL)
- Sparsity (schools serving rural areas)

Since 2014-15, the Education Funding Agency (EFA) has required 80 per cent of delegated funding to be allocated based on pupil-led factors.

Application of local funding formula to academies and free schools

The EFA calculates academies' shares of the individual schools budget using the local funding formula, and recoups this from local authorities. The recouped funding is then paid to academy trusts via the General Annual Grant (GAG).

Academies also receive Education Services Grant (ESG) funding to cover the cost of services that local authorities would otherwise provide, for example, human resources and school improvement services. The November 2015 Spending Review announced that savings of around

---

£600 million would be made via cuts to the ESG. In 2015-16, £564 million has been allocated via ESG, down from £717 million in 2014-15. Revenue funding for some free schools in their first year of opening is currently not included in the DSG. They get their funding directly from the EFA. However, the Government is changing this, making all free schools recoupable from their first year of opening. A consultation response published on 15 December 2016 provides more details on the rationale for this, and how this will work in practice.2

1.3 Capital funding
The EFA provides separate grants to local authorities, maintained schools and academy trusts for building maintenance, refurbishment and rebuilds. These funding streams are covered in a separate House of Commons Library briefing paper, School buildings and capital funding (England).

1.4 Other school revenue funding
Pupil Premium
Schools receive additional funding each year for disadvantaged pupils and qualifying children from service families via the pupil premium. In 2016-17 the pupil premium is worth £2.4 billion, the large majority (92%) of which is the deprivation element of the premium. This money is given to local authorities who pass it on to their maintained schools, and is given directly to academies and free schools. Funding for looked after and previously looked after children is overseen by local authorities’ virtual school heads.

A separate Library briefing paper gives information on the pupil premium:

- Commons Library briefing paper, School funding: pupil premium

Education Services Grant
The November 2015 Spending Review announced that further savings of around £600 million would be made from the Education Services Grant (ESG). This is additional funding that academies and local authorities receive for centrally provided services such as human resources, school improvement and education welfare services. ESG allocations for 2015-16, as at November 2015, totalled £563 million, down from £717 million in 2014-15.

Information on ESG allocations for 2015-16 can be found on the Gov.uk website:

- Education Services Grant allocations 2015-16, updated 21 March 2016

On 17 December 2015 the EFA announced ESG allocations for 2016-17:

---

Self-generated income

Most schools generate a proportion of their income themselves. Fundraising activities include asking for parental contributions, leasing out premises for community use, and sponsorship from business. The proportion of income raised in this way varies greatly between schools. Schools cannot charge for education during school hours and must make clear that parental contributions, where requested, are voluntary.
2. Finding information on local schools’ and local authorities’ current funding levels

Dedicated Schools Grant allocations
Spreadsheets setting out local authorities’ DSG allocations for 2016-17 can be found on the Gov.uk website:

- [EFA, Dedicated Schools Grant 2016-17, updated November 2016](#).

Schools Block allocations
An EFA spreadsheet provides headline data on the per pupil funding each school receives through the Schools Block of the DSG only. The data for maintained schools are for the financial year 2016-17. The figures for academies are for the academic year 2016-17:

- [EFA, Schools Block funding allocations 2016-17, 10 November 2016](#).

Pupil premium allocations
Information on the pupil premium, including allocations to schools and conditions of grant, can be found on the Gov.uk website:

- [Gov.uk website article, ‘Pupil premium: funding and accountability for schools’](#).
3. Proposals for change under Conservative Government

3.1 A note on earlier Coalition Government reforms and consultations

The current proposals for reform follow on from earlier changes and consultations undertaken by the Coalition Government. More detailed information about funding reforms and policy proposals consulted on during this period can be found in Annex A to this note.

3.2 Conservative General Election Manifesto pledge and November 2015 spending review

The Conservative Party Manifesto for the 2015 general election stated:

[...] we will make schools funding fairer. We have already increased funding for the 69 least well-funded local authorities in the country, and will make this the baseline for their funding in the next Parliament.3

It was reported that in response to questions at the National Governors’ Association summer conference on 27 June 2015, the Education Secretary stated that a new funding formula would not be ready until after 2016-17. A Schools Week article quoted Ms Morgan as saying:

I’m well aware of issues of inequity in our funding system. We made a manifesto commitment to implement fairer funding.

It can’t be right there are thousands of pounds difference between neighbouring authorities and we have to iron this out.

We took the first step with approving the additional £390m to the lowest funded authorities. We are working on it.

We have to come up with the right system. We’ve already made the case on the need to restore balance and have proper fairness in the funding formula.

But it’s not straightforward and in a climate where you don’t have lots of money, we have to do this in a way that deals with the problems but doesn’t cause lots of turbulence. We will have to look at the impact on areas that have been overly funded.

We also want to look at high needs funding and we are working hard. We will then have to consult on it.

It would be tough to do it for 2016-17 as we don’t want to rush it, but then we are looking at how quickly we can bring it in thereafter. I’m determined we will make progress on this.4

The Spending Review of November 2015 confirmed that the Government would consult on the introduction of a national funding

---

3 Conservative Party, Conservative Manifesto 2015, p. 34
4 ‘Morgan: We’re working hard on a national fair funding formula, but it won’t be ready for at least two years’, Schools Week, 29 June 2015
formula for schools, early years and high needs early in 2016.
Announcing the plans, Chancellor George Osborne said:

We will phase out the arbitrary and unfair school funding system
that has systematically underfunded schools in whole swathes of
the country.

Under the current arrangements, a child from a disadvantaged
background in one school can receive half as much funding as a
child in identical circumstances in another school.

In its place, we will introduce a new national funding formula. I
commend the many MPs from all parties who have campaigned
for many years to see this day come.5

3.3 f40 group

The f40 group describes itself as a representative organisation for the
lowest funded education authorities in England.6 It is currently chaired
by Cllr. Ivan Ould; vice chairs are Vernon Coaker MP and Alex Chalk MP.
Information about f40’s proposals can be found on the campaign
group’s website:

- F40 Campaign’s website

3.4 March 2016 – DfE publishes consultation
on a national funding formula

On 7 March 2016, then-Education Secretary Nicky Morgan announced
the launch of two initial consultations on the future of school funding
and on the funding of high need provision. Both consultations closed on
17 April 2016. A Written Statement to Parliament provided further
detail on the consultations:

- Nicky Morgan, Funding for Schools: Written statement -
  HCWS584, 7 March 2016.

The consultation documents can be downloaded from the Gov.uk
website:

- DfE consultation document, Schools national funding formula, 7
  March 2016.
- DfE consultation document, High needs funding reform, 7 March
  2016

Proposals for the national funding formula

To summarise, the March 2016 consultations proposed:

- A national formula, with phased implementation. The formula
  would be made up of the following basic elements:
  - A per-pupil cost factor

5 HC Deb 25 Nov 2015, c1370
6 See: f40 group website homepage
Additional needs funding based on low prior attainment, deprivation and English as an Additional Language indicators, among other things.

School costs factor – including a lump sum for e.g. fixed costs, and sparsity (rurality) factors.

Geographic costs factor – i.e., higher average wage costs.

The original proposal was to introduce a ‘soft’ formula in 2017-18, to distribute central government funding to local authorities. For a two year transition period, local authorities would then continue to share out this money on the basis of a locally-determined formula.

This first stage consultation proposed that from 2019-20, a ‘hard’ version of the formula would be used to distribute most funding directly to schools. The main exception was high need funding, which local authorities would continue to distribute.

Other proposals in the March 2016 consultation document

The first stage national funding formula consultation document also proposed:

- Retaining the pupil premium, pupil premium plus and service premium as a separate grant and, from 2017-18, increasing the premium payable in respect of looked after children and those who have left care via adoption, special guardianship or child arrangements order.
- Allocating some funding to local authorities where local flexibility is required, as well as to fund authorities’ statutory responsibilities.
- Caps on both losses and gains under the new formula.
- An ‘invest to save’ fund to support schools.

The DfE also proposed some other changes, including:

- The addition of a fourth central schools block of funding to cover some central services.
- Reducing the existing flexibility to move money between different DSG blocks and, specifically, requiring LAs to pass on all of its Schools Block to schools from 2017-18.

Proposals for high need funding

The first-stage consultation proposals on reform to high need funding were complex, but included:

- The introduction of a national formula to distribute high need funding to local authorities. This would include a basic unit of funding for pupils in specialist SEN provision. It would also be based on proxy measures of need such as disability and health indicators, prior attainment, deprivation and a ‘population factor’. There would also be an area cost adjustment.
- For at least the next five years the high needs formula would include an element of planned local authority spending on SEN in 2016-17. This would be to minimise funding turbulence and disruption to pupils’ established placements.
- Local authorities would retain responsibilities for distributing high need funding locally in most cases.
• Funding for infrastructure changes and restructuring as local authorities and providers adjust to the new funding arrangements.
• Changes to the way post-16 SEN provision was funded.

The system of funding high need will remain largely unchanged in 2017-18 while details of the reformed system are finalised. Details on how high need funding will operate in 2017-18 can be found in:

• Gov.uk guidance, High needs funding: operational guide 2017 to 2018, 30 November 2016

3.5 Reaction to March 2016 proposals

In a press notice released alongside their consultation response, the National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) and the National Association of School Business Management (NASBM) “welcomed [the]… proposals overall” while raising some specific concerns:

[…] Russell Hobby, general secretary of school leaders’ union NAHT, says: “NAHT has campaigned for a funding formula for schools for a long time, so we welcome an opportunity to help make this a reality.

“Our response to the consultations highlights concerns school leaders have, and ways in which these can be remedied. The weighting of factors within the formula will be crucial, and for schools the devil will be in the detail. We’re disappointed not to see a pupil mobility factor within the formula, as this presents an enormous challenge for some schools.

“The high needs funding formula has not gone far enough. Proposals fail to tackle the discrepancy in how different local authorities allocate top up funding to meet the needs of children with SEND needs. This creates some of the greatest inequities in school funding.

“The demise of the Education Services Grant (ESG) will also be a concern to academies, who will have to cover the auditing and administrative costs this currently covers. At a time when budgets are at breaking point, this is an unwelcome additional cost for schools.”

Stephen Morales, Chief Executive of NASBM, says: “We welcome plans to move to a national funding formula for schools. This is the right thing to do. We have long argued for as much funding to go directly to schools as possible, empowering the profession.

“However, we would like to see further detail on the relationship between high needs funding and the schools block, ensuring that funding adequately meets the needs of both mainstream and high needs pupils - we want to avoid robbing Peter to pay Paul. If pupil mobility is removed as a factor, we would seek assurances that this crucial aspect of funding is reflected elsewhere within the funding mechanism.

“For school business managers a big issue will be how quickly we move to a new formula. Too quickly and this will cause turbulence in education; too slowly and we risk a drawn out transition that...
delays the delivery of a fair funding system. We’d like to see sensible, well thought-out milestones put in place.”

The f40 campaign group welcomed the consultation, saying that it would “be a relief to get rid of the irrational and unfair allocation arrangement that has created incredible inconsistencies in funding for individual schools with similar characteristics across the country”:

“After 20 years of making the case for change we have finally reached the point where something concrete is to be done to give fairer funding to all children, no matter where they are educated”, said f40 Chairman, Councillor Ivan Ould.

“We have won the argument for fair funding and the end is nigh for the existing arbitrary and unfair system that has disadvantaged hundreds of thousands of children for too many years.

[...]

F40 Vice Chairman Graham Stuart MP, who has led a major Parliamentary campaign calling for reform throughout the last year, added: “It’s excellent news that ministers have unveiled their proposals to start delivering fair school funding, with the process hopefully beginning as early as next year. Tens of thousands of people up and down England signed Fair School Funding petitions last year, reflecting their desire to end a system where children have thousands of pounds less spent on their education if they happen to live in the wrong place – like the East Riding of Yorkshire.

“Establishing consistent core funding to which every pupil is entitled represents a huge step forward and shows ministers are delivering on their promises to end this long-standing unfairness. I now look forward to reviewing the proposals in detail with colleagues and funding experts. We need to keep up the momentum for this final crucial stage of the process and secure the best possible outcome.”

However, whilst f40 member authorities are delighted that fair funding is finally on the cards, there is dismay that their involvement in allocating funding to schools may be ended. Ivan Ould said, “Local authorities have provided essential management and accountability to ensure the most appropriate allocation of resources in the light of local knowledge and experience. Taking local authorities out of the funding equation is not the answer and we will argue that this idea is unnecessary.”

Jonathan Simons, Head of Education at think tank Policy Exchange, observed:

This isn't as lightweight a consultation as I and some others had feared – although the principles themselves of how to build the formula are relatively uncontroversial (an amount per pupil, more funding for pupils with additional needs, extra funds for some schools based on their characteristics and a geographic uplift), the detail of indicators is genuinely a question for discussion (for example, the mixture of pupil level and area level factors for measuring deprivation

[...]
2. This isn’t all about London vs the rest, or even deprived urban areas vs shires. The current funding system means that similar LAs by type of population and deprivation allocate their total budgets very differently, as illustrated below; meaning similar schools in different LAs can get wildly varying sums.

[...]

3. The biggest policy decision that has been proposed is to route all funding through schools directly, rather than through LAs. This makes sense if you believe in an all Academised system, as I do, and if you want all pupils in identical situations in different areas to be funded the same way. It does mean a significantly reduced role for LAs (following the reduction in ESG funding already announced) and you can expect considerable pushback from them on this – the F40 group of low funded LAs has already flagged this as a concern. In steady state, DfE are proposing a new separate block of funding which will stay with LAs even under a hard formula, to pay for central services they will still provide for all schools like admissions, pupil welfare services (like educational psychology and attendance services) and other statutory and regulatory duties.

[...]

And finally,

10. London LAs will still claim that this should be solved by everyone getting as much money as them. A press release from London Councils this morning set out the position that “we will be responding to the government’s consultation on the basis that there should be a levelling up of schools funding across the country. By providing extra investment the government would be giving all schools the tools to be able to match London’s best performing schools.” File that one under “well you can’t blame them for trying”...

3.6 July 2016 – Government announces delay to implementation of national funding formula

On 21 July 2016, Education Secretary Justine Greening announced that while the Government remained committed to the introduction of the formula, it would not be implemented until 2018-19. Other announcements included that:

- In recognition of schools’ needs for stability and predictability, no local authority would see a reduction on adjusted 2016-17 per-pupil school block funding, or the high need block cash amount, in 2017-18.
- The current 1.5 % minimum funding guarantee for schools would be retained – local flexibility on this would not be implemented in 2017-18, as originally planned.

---

9  ‘Ten quick thoughts on the schools fair funding consultation’, Jonathan Simons article on Policy Exchange website, 8 March 2016
10  School Funding, Written Statement, HCWS98, 21 July 2016
Reaction to July 2016 statement on delayed introduction of the formula
The f40 group welcomed the Government’s ongoing commitment to the principle of reform, but expressed concern about the potential impacts on children in ‘lower funded’ areas:

It’s good and disappointing news in one announcement, said f40 Chairman, Councillor Ivan Ould. “We welcome the commitment to a new funding formula that Justine Greening has made and we think this is an important announcement by the new Secretary of State. But we are disappointed that the process of change is being extended yet again. The delay between the 1st and 2nd Stage consultations has already been far too long and now we are facing further delay of two to three months, and a delay in implementation to 2018-19 – a year later than promised.

“However, the group recognises the political difficulties that the government has had to navigate over the last four months and in many authorities there will be a degree of relief that an almost impossible timetable for introduction in 2017-18 has now been avoided.

“As we have been campaigning for a fairer funding system for over twenty years we can handle this delay, though many schools will feel cheated as they were anticipating a funding lift in the next financial year. They will now need to take urgent action to find ways of managing with insufficient funding for a further year […]”

The National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) said that the delay was “disappointing” but that it was now too late to introduce changes for 2017/18 and as such, the announcement was not “unexpected or unwise”. It would nevertheless disappoint many head teachers:

School budgets are being pushed to breaking point, so today’s announcement of a further delay will disappoint many school leaders. We know from the IFS analysis that budgets will see a real terms cut of 8% between now and 2020; flat budgets are not taking account of rising costs, regardless of the distribution of funding. […]

We welcome the announcement that for 2017-18, the current minimum funding guarantee for schools will be retained but we need more money rather than a guarantee that we won’t lose a lot. We would press the government to ensure that the most poorly funded schools actually receive more during this transition period.

In an article in Schools Week, Jonathan Simons of Policy Exchange is quoted as saying delaying the formula’s introduction was:

[…] “[T]he right thing to do, under the circumstances – the delay caused by various elections and the referendum and subsequent

---

11 ‘f40 Group reacts to school funding announcement’, F40 Group blog post, 21 July 2016
12 ‘Delay to school funding reforms disappointing, says NAHT’, NAHT press notice, 21 July 2016
13 Delay to school funding reforms disappointing, says NAHT’, NAHT press notice, 21 July 2016
political changes meant that the timing would have been unreasonably tight. Better to do it right, than do it in a rush.”\textsuperscript{14} Other school leaders quoted in the same article, however, warn of potential staff redundancies in the context of the delay.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{14} ‘School leaders warn of more redundancies in wake of funding formula delay’ \textit{in} Schools Week (online), 21 July 2016

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{ibid.}
School funding in England. Current system and proposals for ‘fairer school funding’

4. December 2016 – second phase consultations published

On 14 December 2016, the DfE published the second stage consultations on the school national funding formula (NFF) and high needs funding:

- DfE, Schools national funding formula - stage 2
- DfE, High needs funding reform - stage 2

The consultations will close on 22 March 2016.

The second stage NFF consultation proposes:

- The introduction of the formula from 2018-19. At first, this will be a ‘soft’ version. This means the formula will be used to calculate local authorities’ allocations, who will then in turn apply their local formula. The formula will not be used in this year to allocate money to individual schools.
- A ‘hard’ version of the formula for the Schools Block would then be introduced from 2019-20, when a national formula would be used to distribute the bulk of schools’ funding directly.
- There will be transitional arrangements that will limit gains and losses at school level, and in 2018-19 the local authority will still use its own local funding formula to apportion funding between schools.
- The 12 factors proposed in the original consultation would be used, but that an extra one – mobility – would be added, in light of consultation responses.
- That defined weightings would be attached to the various factors.
- That a new, fourth, block – the Central Schools Services Block – will be allocated to LAs on a formulaic basis, to support some centrally provided local authority functions.

The second stage High Need formula consultation proposes:

- The use of a ‘historic spend’ factor. This would mean that around half of the total high needs allocation “would be allocated according to existing spending patterns”.16
- The remainder of high need funding would be calculated according to a national formula.
- There would be a funding floor, so that the high need formula would not result in any local authority losing funding. The Government says this “replaces, and offers significantly more protection than, our previous proposals for a minimum funding guarantee.”17

---

16 DfE, High needs national funding formula and other reforms. Government response and new proposals for consultation – stage two, 14 December 2016, p. 30

4.1 Implications of December 2016 school funding announcements for individual schools, constituencies and local authorities

Alongside the main consultation documents, the DfE published data illustrating the potential implications of the proposals for schools and local authorities, in two hypothetical scenarios:

- If the NFF proposals had been implemented in full in 2016-17, using current school data to calculate funding. This is then compared against a 2016-17 funding baseline.

- If the NFF was implemented with transitional caps on gains and losses (a maximum increase of 3% and a maximum reduction of 1.5% per pupil) in 2018-19. Again, this is compared against 2016-17 funding baselines.

The illustrations are available to download from the DfE’s consultation website, but they do not represent actual allocations for any specific year:

- DfE consultation website, Schools national funding formula – stage 2

According to the Government’s plans, a ‘hard’ national funding formula to allocate money directly to schools, on the basis of a single national formula, will not be introduced until 2019-20. For 2018-19, the schools national funding formula will be used to generate only notional budgets at school level; these notional budgets will then be aggregated up to local authority level. Local authorities will then allocate the funding using a locally-determined formula, as now.

Changes to funding in 2018-19 and 2019-20 will be limited by caps on gains and losses. For the main school national funding formula, the proposal is that gains up to 3% per pupil at school level will be incorporated in 2018-19, and gains of up to 2.5% per pupil will be allowed for in 2019-20. Losses will be limited to a maximum of 1.5% per pupil in each of 2018-19 and 2019-20.

The school-level illustration tables only cover the main Schools Block of the DSG. They do not include the Early Years and High Needs Blocks of the DSG, the new proposed Central School Services Block, or the pupil premium. Nor do they reflect 16 to 19 funding, which is outside the scope of the consultations.

The local authority-level summary table published by the DfE covers the Schools Block of the DSG, the High Needs block, and the new proposed Central School Services block, but excludes some other income.

Final allocations from 2018-19 onwards will reflect the transitional arrangements, the latest pupil data, and any changes to the formulas that are made after the consultation.
The illustrative data does not provide information on allocations for 2016-17 or 2017-18 - i.e., before the funding changes start being phased in. More information on how DSG will be allocated in 2017-18 can be found via the School and college funding and finance section of the DfE website. See Section 2 of this note for help with finding funding data for 2016-17 and earlier years.
5. The wider school funding context

Schools in England report that they are facing rising cost pressures, especially from increased staff costs. In April 2016, the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) estimated that despite the Government commitment to protect the core schools budget in real terms, per pupil real terms spending was likely to fall by at least 7 per cent between 2015-16 and 2019-20, or by about 8 per cent if changes in the costs likely to be faced by schools were also accounted for.

In the November 2015 Spending Review, the Government said that the core schools budget would be protected in real terms over the Spending Review period, and that per pupil funding levels will be maintained in cash terms. Funding for the pupil premium would also be protected in cash terms, but further savings of £600 million would be made from the Education Services Grant (ESG) as discussed above.

Budget 2016 outlined some additional funding for implementing school reform and a commitment to “accelerate the move to fairer funding”:

The government will:

[...]

accelerate the move to fairer funding for schools. The arbitrary and unfair system for allocating school funding will be replaced by the first National Funding Formula for schools from 2017-18. Subject to consultation, the government’s aim is for 90% of schools who gain additional funding to receive the full amount they are due by 2020. To enable this the government will provide around £500 million of additional core funding to schools over the course of this Spending Review, on top of the commitment to maintain per pupil funding in cash terms. The government will retain a minimum funding guarantee.

On 21 July 2016, Education Secretary Justine Greening MP gave assurances that, for 2017-18:

No local authority would see a reduction from their 2016 to 2017 funding (adjusted to reflect authorities’ most recent spending patterns) on the schools block of the dedicated schools grant (per pupil funding) or the high needs block (cash amount).

Additionally, the Government would “retain the current minimum funding guarantee for schools, so that no school can face a funding reduction of more than 1.5% per pupil next year in what it receives

---

18 See e.g.: ‘Survey reveals impact of budget pressures as school leaders look to balance the books’, Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL) website, 20 November 2015
20 HM Treasury, Budget 2016, 16 March 2016, p. 32
21 School Funding, Written Statement, HCWS98, 21 July 2016
through the local authority funding formula”.

**The NUT and ATL School Cuts campaign**

In November 2016, the NUT and the ATL launched the School cuts website. This aimed to predict how schools in a particular area “are likely to fare between now and 2020 and how [...] estimated funding loss equates into numbers of teacher posts.”

The NUT and ATL made a number of assumptions in the formula they used to make their projections:

- That inflation for schools will amount to 8% over the lifetime of this parliament. This is the figure used by the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS).

- That schools will continue to receive a minimum funding guarantee until 2020. This guarantees that schools lose no more than 1.5% of their income per pupil per year, but with nothing to cover inflation.

- That the Government will cut the Education Services Grant by 75%, as George Osborne announced in the 2015 Autumn Statement. We have only measured the cut to academy and free school budgets. For all other schools, the ESG goes to the local authority to fund services for schools. These services are now being cut.

- That the national funding formula due to be introduced in April 2018 will be that proposed by the f40 group.

- Although it is almost certain that the Government will introduce a different formula to that proposed by the f40 group, any alternative is starting from the f40 formula. With a minimum funding guarantee, the maximum cut is a bit more than 15% between 2015 and 2020. Without one, schools in coastal towns, inner cities and remote locations (and all sorts of other surprising places) are at risk of 25% cuts. So even if the Government makes substantial changes to the f40 formula, the results are likely to be similar to these between now and 2020.

Commenting further on the underpinning assumptions, the NUT gave said that should the Government’s chosen formula differ from that proposed by the f40 group, the website would be updated:

The formula used in the website is based on the Government’s own spending plans and school data, Institute for Fiscal Studies projections for the cost of inflation and other cost increases, and the new funding formula proposed by the influential f40 campaign group of local authorities.

If, and when, the Government confirms the formula, the website will be amended to provide revised predictions reflecting that

---

22 School Funding, Written Statement, HCWS98, 21 July 2016
24 School Cuts website article, “Methodology for NUT and ATL school budget cuts calculations”, 31 October 2016
formula. The necessary features of any new formula and the statements already made by Government about funding methodology mean, however, that – unless new money is found – the impact on schools is likely to be similar to the impact demonstrated by this website.25

On 14 November 2016, Education Secretary Justine Greening was asked whether the NUT’s analysis in relation to schools in Hull was correct:

Diana Johnson (Kingston upon Hull North) (Lab)

T10. The Secretary of State has talked about the fair funding formula she wishes to introduce. Analysis by the National Union of Teachers says the Government’s proposals will mean that for Hull schools will lose £13 million and 370 jobs by 2020. Is that correct: yes or no? [907255]

Justine Greening

No, it is not, and indeed we have not set out the second stage of the consultation, so there are no figures to base that analysis on.26

5.1 NAO report on financial sustainability of schools, December 2016

On 14 December 2016 the National Audit Office (NAO) published a report on the financial sustainability of schools in England:

• NAO Report – financial sustainability of schools, 14 December 2016

Among other things, the report concluded:

• Mainstream schools would be required to find £3 billion of savings by 2019-20, to counteract cost pressures. This would equate to a real-terms reduction of 8% per pupil between 2014-15 and 2019-20. The DfE expected around £1.7 billion of this to come from workforce savings, by 2019-20, and the rest to come from procurement savings.27

• Although the DfE could demonstrate, on the basis of benchmarking, that savings should be achievable, it could not conclusively demonstrate that the savings would be achievable in practice. Schools told the NAO that their ability to make changes was often constrained by practical considerations.28

• the DfE’s work on how schools could make savings was not complete as the NAO’s report was being prepared for publication.

• There were some concerns about the EFA not intervening quickly or frequently enough in maintained schools, in the light of financial concerns. Further, the agency’s record-keeping about

26 OPQ 907255, 14 November 2016, c 22
27 NAO, Financial sustainability of schools, HC 850 Session 2016-17, 14 December 2016, p. 4
28 Ibid., p. 29
intervention in academy schools made it “difficult to gain assurance that all academies at potentially high risk have been dealt with consistently”.  

The DfE’s second-stage consultation on the funding formula, published the same day as the NAO report, also noted that schools were facing rising costs and per pupil funding reductions. It was not possible, the DfE said, to say how particular individual schools were affected by this:

Like many organisations, schools are facing pressures – for example from pay increases and employers contributions to National Insurance and pensions. On a per pupil basis, these pressures are estimated at around 8% between 2016-17 and 2019-20, including around 1.6% in each of 2018-19 and 2019-20 – the first two years of the national funding formula. 

[...]

But it is not possible to translate these pressures into individual school level estimates. That is partly because many schools will see significant increases in pupil numbers over the coming period, feeding through into increased total budgets. It is also because the circumstances of every school are unique – with different pay and non-pay costs and very different staffing structures. Every school will need to understand and plan for their own situation. Illustrating core funding levels in cash terms per pupil – based on real 2016-17 data – is the clearest and most helpful way of enabling them to do so.

29  NAO, Financial sustainability of schools, HC 850 Session 2016-17, 14 December 2016, p. 42
30  DfE, Schools national funding formula. Government consultation - stage 2, 14 December 2016, p. 46
6. Annex A: school funding reform under the 2010 Government

6.1 Consultations on school funding reform in 2010 and 2011


In the White Paper, the DfE criticised the existing arrangements, referring to an “opaque, anomalous and unfair school funding system which reflects the historic circumstances of local authorities rather than the specific needs of individual schools and pupils”.

In the April 2011 consultation, the DfE provided a more detailed critique of the DSG funding system the Coalition Government had inherited saying that “the amount of DSG per pupil for each authority is calculated based on what the local authority received the previous year”, adding:

3.2. This method – called ‘spend plus’ - was started in 2006-07 and represented a reform from the previous method of school funding. When the DSG was created, in 2006-07, its initial level for pupils in each local authority was based on what each authority planned to spend on schools in 2005-06 – the last year before the introduction of the DSG and ‘spend plus’. Therefore, because we still base funding from the DSG on the previous year, current levels of school funding are, in fact, based largely on those in 2005-06.

3.3. The amount spent in 2005-06 was determined by two things: an assessment of what the local authorities’ needs were at that time (often using data that was already becoming out of date); and the amount local authorities each chose to spend on schools (itself a result partially of decisions made several years previously).

3.4. So, current levels of school funding are based on an assessment of needs which is out of date, and on historic decisions about levels of funding which may or may not reflect precisely what schools needed then. It is inevitable that over time needs have changed and historic local decisions may no longer reflect local or national priorities.

The DfE added that the DSG methodology as it stood then “[fell] well short” of the Government’s view of the “ideal school funding system”.

---

31 DfE, *The Importance of Teaching*, Cm 7980, November 2010, p82, para 8.10
32 DfE, *A consultation on school funding reform: Rationale and principles*, April 2011, pp3–4
33 *Ibid*, p4, para 3.5
Prior to publication of the Importance of Teaching White Paper, there was speculation in the media that there would be a wholesale reform of the school funding system. The Financial Times reported that drafts of the White Paper proposed that “state schools in England will be directly funded from Whitehall for the first time” through a “single ‘national funding formula’”, a move which, the FT said, would “sideline local authorities from managing education spending”.34

It was subsequently reported that the reform would not be pursued, with the then Education Secretary, Michael Gove, saying in advance of the White Paper’s publication that, “we will be funding schools through local authorities as we do at the moment”. It was reported that “local councillors [had] come out strongly against the proposals” for direct funding from Whitehall.35

The November 2010 White Paper
In the Importance of Teaching White Paper, the DfE said “[our] aim is that money is distributed more fairly so that it is the schools most able to make efficiencies which are asked to do”, adding it would:

- Consult on developing and introducing a clear, transparent and fairer national funding formula based on the needs of pupils, to work alongside the Pupil Premium.
- In the meantime, increase the transparency of the current funding system by showing both how much money schools receive on a school-by-school basis and how they spend their funds.
- Devolve the maximum amount of funding to schools, making information and tools available to governors and head teachers which will support them in making good spending decisions.36

It noted that it intended to move towards a “national funding formula” for schools in the long-term.37

April 2011 consultation
In April 2011, the DfE published A consultation on school funding reform: Rationale and principles,38 setting out the DfE’s view of an “ideal school funding system”:

- It would distribute money in a fair and logical way […]
- It would distribute extra resources towards pupils who need them most. […]
- It would be transparent and easy to understand and explain. […]
- It would support a diverse range of school provision. […]
- It would provide value for money and ensure proper use of public funds […].39

In order to help achieve the “ideal school funding system”, the then-Government considered several elements including:

34 “Schools face shake-up to funding”, Financial Times, 12 November 2010
35 “Gove drops school funding plans”, Financial Times, 21 November 2010
36 Department for Education, The Importance of Teaching, Cm 7980, November 2010, pp78–79, paras 8.3 and 8.5
37 Ibid, p82, paras 8.9 – 8.11
38 Department for Education, A consultation on school funding reform: Rationale and principles, April 2011, p1, para 1.2
39 Ibid, p2, para 2.1
• a “Fair Funding Formula”, which would “give a clear national basis for funding schools” and “ensure that schools serving similar intakes would receive similar levels of funding”, although issues of local flexibility were noted;

• the DfE’s aim of ensuring that all deprived pupils have the same level of funding for their education, including through the Pupil Premium, and improving the current funding system “to deliver on this aim more effectively”;

• the role of local authorities, as a national funding formula would mean “it will be necessary to have a clear divide between these responsibilities and the funding for them”;

• “elements of a fair funding formula”. The DfE said “following this first part of the consultation process on a fair funding formula, we would expect to consult in more detail on possible indicators and the balance between them. However, there are some key principles on which we are seeking views now”, including “pupil vs school characteristics”, “what pupil factors should a formula contain”, and “complexity vs simplicity”;

• managing the transition to a new funding system.40

In addition, the DfE acknowledged that funding for two of the key areas needed handling outside of a national funding formula for schools: ‘High Cost’ pupils including some with Special Educational Needs (SEN); and nursery (early years) provision.41

Responses to the consultation

In July 2011, the Government published its response to the consultation.42 This reported:

Nearly all correspondents (98%) agreed with some or all of the stated characteristics of an ideal school funding system. Some respondents raised issues about the balance between a simple and transparent system and one that is able to include the diverse needs of individual schools. Whilst most respondents agreed that transparency should be an aim of a future funding system and recognised the complex nature of the current system, some however felt that it was more important to ensure that the funding system is fit for purpose and able to meet the needs of all children.43

However, 83% of respondents were of the view that there were “further characteristics the system should have”, although opinions varied. For example, on the rigidity of budgets, “some called for the setting of 3 year budgets but others stressed the need for budgets to be flexible and responsive depending on the schools circumstances. Some suggested in-year adjustments to cater for influxes of pupils and the distribution of funding based on a termly, rather than annual, census”.

---

40 DfE, A consultation on school funding reform: Rationale and principles, April 2011, pp5–7 and 10–12, paras 4.3, 5.1–5.5, 6.1–6.2, 9.1, 9.2, 9.5, 9.7, 10
41 Ibid., p7, para 6.3
42 Department for Education, Consultation on school funding reform: rationale and principles 13 April 2011 to 25 May 2011 – Summary of consultation responses, July 2011, p1
43 Ibid., p3
Other issues included local flexibility, issues for rural areas, local salaries, and school and pupil characteristics.44

On local flexibility, “just over 70% of respondents thought that there needed to be at least some degree of flexibility for local authorities in any new funding arrangement” – 38% thought there should be “some local flexibility”, and 34% thought there should be “a lot of local flexibility”. Just under half of respondents but well over half of schools thought that local flexibility should be limited. Just under a third of all respondents but well over a half of local authorities responding were against any such action.45

While the consultation found that “some respondents considered that the Dedicated Schools Grant methodology needs review but that the local authority formula element of the system is fit for purpose, particularly given the Schools Forum role”, 80% of respondents agreed with “the case for reforming the system”: “respondents felt that the current differential levels of funding between similar schools are unfair and unjustified”.46

6.2 Further July 2011 consultation

In July 2011, the DfE launched a second, related consultation on its proposal, seeking views on when to implement the national funding formula.47 The consultation also proposed to split the DSG into three blocks (Schools, High Needs and Early Years) plus a small fourth block for some other services not suitable for delegation.

Proposal for the national funding formula for the Schools Block

In terms of the formula for the Schools Block, the DfE proposed including the following factors:

a) A basic amount per pupil;
b) Additional per pupil funding for deprivation;
c) Additional funding to protect small schools;
d) An adjustment for areas with higher labour costs [Area Cost Adjustment].

9. In addition, we are consulting on including additional funding for pupils who have English as an Additional Language (EAL) and sometimes need additional support to help them to achieve.25F48

The consultation proposed that local authorities would still be able, with their schools forums, to set local funding formulas, albeit using a rationalised number of factors.49 The DfE recognised that “there are

44 Department for Education, Consultation on school funding reform: rationale and principles 13 April 2011 to 25 May 2011 – Summary of consultation responses, July 2011, p1
45 Ibid., pp9–10
46 Ibid., pp5–6
47 DfE, Consultation on school funding reform: Proposals for a fairer system, July 2011.
48 Ibid., p3
49 Ibid., p3, para 10
likely to be specific needs that need to be met which may not be possible to accommodate in any national formula”.

In the July 2011 consultation, the DfE proposed to maintain the current system of funding in 2012–13 “to enable further consultation and sufficient time for local authorities, Schools Forums, schools and Academies to interpret the reforms and the settlement”. At this stage, it planned to issue ‘shadow allocations’ in 2012-13, to illustrate to LAs what they could expect to receive once the fully reformed system was implemented.

**Institute for Fiscal Studies analysis of July 2011 proposals**

Following the publication of the DfE’s July 2011 consultation document, in November 2011 the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) published a report, *School funding reform: an empirical analysis of options for a national funding formula*, the purpose of which was to “describe the options for a national funding formula for schools and examine how different options would affect the finances of different schools or areas of the country”. This noted that the DfE’s second consultation document did not include such analysis.

Based on a number of assumptions, the report found the following:

- The funding formula must be designed extremely carefully. Features currently proposed could, for example, redistribute funding from secondary to primary schools.
- Changes in funding would be concentrated in particular local authorities, with some seeing average gains or losses of 10 per cent or more. In some areas changes to primary and secondary budgets would ‘offset’ each other but some authorities would see changes across the board.
- Whatever formula was chosen, it would lead to a large number of winners and losers relative to existing policy.
- Any transition period of less than a decade would involve significant, sustained losses for some schools.
- While there were some issues with implementing a national formula, maintaining the status quo was not appropriate either.

**6.3 March 2012 strategy paper**

In March 2012, the then-Secretary of State for Education announced the publication of the document, *School funding reform: Next steps towards a fairer system* in a written ministerial statement. This said that while “support for reform was widespread”, feedback suggested that the model presented in the July 2011 consultation “would need refinement and careful implementation”. The then-Secretary of State noted that: “getting the components and implementation of a fair

---

50 DfE, *Consultation on school funding reform: Proposals for a fairer system*, July 2011, p4, para 15
51 Institute for Fiscal Studies, *School funding reform: an empirical analysis of options for a national funding formula*, November 2011, p3
52 ibid, pp2–3
53 HC Deb 26 March 2012 c88WS
national funding formula right is critical and we need to manage transition carefully so there is the minimum disturbance for schools. In the current economic climate, stability must be a priority".54

Changes confirmed included:

- Simplifying local funding formulas and arrangements
- Splitting the DSG into three notional non-ringfenced blocks.
- Reforms to funding for students with special educational needs
- Support for local authorities in funding early years provision and ensure greater transparency.
- The DfE concluded that "overall, the reforms will mean we are well placed to introduce a national funding formula during the next Spending Review period" (i.e., from 2015-16, as opposed to in 2013-14).55

The Next Steps document confirmed there would only be ten allowable factors in local funding formula, rather than the existing 37. The ten factors were:

- A basic per pupil entitlement – which allows a single unit for primary aged pupils and either a single unit for secondary pupils or a single unit for each of Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 (see below);
- Deprivation measured by FSM and/or the Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index (IDACI);
- Looked after children;
- Low cost, high incidence SEN;
- English as an additional language (EAL) for 3 years only after the pupil enters the compulsory school system;
- A lump sum of limited size;
- Split sites;
- Rates;
- Private finance initiative (PFI) contracts; and,
- For the 5 local authorities who have some but not all of their schools within the London fringe area, flexibility to reflect the higher teacher cost in these schools.56

There would be discretion for the EFA to consider exceptional circumstances relating to premises.57

6.4 Further funding changes for 2014–15

The DfE published School Funding Reform: Findings from the Review of 2013-14 Arrangements and Changes for 2014-15 in June 2013. This announced further incremental steps towards a national funding formula.58

---

54 HC Deb 26 March 2012 c88WS.
55 DfE, School funding reform. Next steps toward a fairer system, 2012, Pp.7
56 Ibid., p13
57 The EFA would play a role in upholding the fairness of local decision-making [Department for Education, School funding reform: Next steps towards a fairer system, March 2012, p5, footnote 3]
In an accompanying written statement, the then-Minister for Schools, David Laws, highlighted the following changes for 2014–15 which included:

- local authorities would be required to allocate a minimum of 80% of their funding on the basis of pupil characteristics;
- the setting of a minimum per pupil amount;
- local authorities would be able to provide additional funding for schools in sparsely populated areas;
- new flexibilities to provide different amounts of funding to cover the fixed costs of primary and secondary (as well as middle and all-through) schools;
- targeted support for deprived and vulnerable pupils: local authorities will be required to target additional funding to deprived pupils in addition to the pupil premium, and extra funding to those under-attaining.59

6.5 2015-16 ‘fairer schools funding’

In March 2014, the then Schools Minister, David Laws, announced in an Oral Statement that the Coalition Government intended to take two further steps, but again stopped short of announcing the implementation of a full national funding formula. In 2015-16, it would make an additional £350 million school funding available to areas that were currently the ‘least fairly funded’. From March 2014 to 30 April 2014, it ran a consultation on distributing this money, which it described as “the biggest step toward fairer funding for schools in a decade”. 60

The DfE explained the rationale as follows:

We are now determined to provide additional funding to the least fairly funded local authorities in 2015-16. After we have met our commitment to fund all local authorities at the same cash level per pupil as in 2014-15, we have decided to add a further £350m to fund schools in the least fairly funded authorities. This will be the first time in a decade that funding has been allocated to local areas on the basis of the actual characteristics of their pupils and schools, rather than simply their historic levels of spending. No local authority or school will receive less funding as a result of this proposal.

Although these proposals do not represent implementation of a national funding formula, this is the biggest step towards fairer funding for schools in a decade. The proposals we are announcing today put us in a much better position to implement a national funding formula when the time is right. This will be when the government has set spending plans over a longer period of time, allowing us to give schools and local authorities more certainty about how the formula will affect them over a number of years. 61

In terms of determining which local authorities would receive the extra money, the Government said those where pupils and schools already

59 See: HC Deb 4 June 2013 cc89W5–90W5
60 DfE, Fairer schools funding in 2015–16, 13 March 2014, Pp. 3.
61 Ibid, Pp. 3
attracted a determined minimum funding level (MFL) would not attract extra money; those not receiving the MFL would.

In determining the overall minimum funding level, the DfE would set minimum funding levels also for five pupil characteristics:

- a per pupil amount (‘age weighted pupil unit’);
- pupils who are from deprived backgrounds;
- pupils who have been looked after, for example in foster care;
- pupils with low attainment before starting at either their primary or secondary school;
- pupils who speak English as an additional language.  

There would be two other minimum funding levels for:

- a per-school ‘lump sum’ in addition to per pupil funding
- small schools essential to serving rural areas.

**Reaction to ‘fairer schools funding’ proposals and next steps**

Following the publication of the March 2014 consultation, the f40 group said it “warmly welcomed [the] ... announcement that extra funding will be made available by the government to begin the process of making the allocation system fairer”.  

In its consultation response, the Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL) gave a more mixed response, saying that while the money was welcome, it had concerns about aspects of the proposals; the funding, it said, may also do little to address the budget difficulties some areas were experiencing.  

While welcoming the additional fairer funding, the National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) urged the Government to recognise the cost pressures on schools, and to press ahead with the development of a fair national funding formula.  

In their joint consultation response, London Councils and the Association of London Directors of Children’s Services welcomed the announcement of the additional money, but called on the DfE to make a number of changes to their proposals.  

On 17 July 2014, David Laws confirmed in a [Written Statement](#) that the DfE would allocate an extra £390 million - £40 million more than

---

62 DfE, [Fairer schools funding in 2015-16](#), 13 March 2014, Pp. 4
63 F40 press notice, [F40 welcomes extra funding for poorest-funded schools](#), 17 March 2014.
65 NAHT, [NAHT welcomes David Laws’ £350m increase in school budgets](#), 13 March 2014.
originally indicated – to sixty nine qualifying local authorities. The Minister said that priorities for the next Parliament would be introducing a full national funding formula and reforming funding for high-cost special educational needs provision and early years provision.

---

67 David Laws, Written Statement, Fairer school funding, 17 July 2014
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